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What is the Client Best Practice Guide?

• A distillation of what best practice is and why it matters

• A ‘first’ in exploring how clients can positively influence the
success of projects

• A ready  reference with over 200 nuggets of best practice that
can be put to use on any project

• An encapsulation of the client role from pre-planning, through
development, implementation, operation and decommissioning of
projects

• An example of collaborative working and a tangible output from
the learned society of the ICE



Client Best Practice Guide

Peter Hansford – ICE President said in his Presidential Address on
2 November 2010:

“I’ve learnt that there are two vital steps in delivering successful
projects –getting the governance structure right and having an
effective project client:

a client who’s accountable for the investment in the project
and for the benefits that will result;
a client who works closely with the other key players

throughout the life of the project to achieve the right return
on that investment;
a client who ensures the project delivers value for money.”



The aim of the guide

To enable construction clients to answer these questions:

 Am I using best practice?

 How can this be assessed?

 How does this lead to project success?



How the guide was developed

 ICE Learned Society expert panel

 Wide consultation

 Questionnaires and interviews

 Reviewed by panel of senior professionals



How the guide was developed



What are the keys to client best practice?



What are the keys to client best practice?



What is ClientMAP?

 The client best practice guide’s online maturity
assessment profile tool

 A self-assessment questionnaire that will help users
challenge their thinking

 Based entirely around best practice guidance found
in the guide, with references to best-practices



Benefits of using ClientMAP

 Rapid and accessible self-assessment of a client’s
readiness and ongoing capability to lead projects

 Structured and consistent analysis of client
capabilities

 A Feedback Report that:
• Characterises capabilities against 5 Levels of

Maturity
• Identifies strengths and opportunities for

improvement

 Entirely confidential to the user



Using ClientMAP

 Can be used at any stage in the project’s lifecycle

 Ultimately ClientMAP will be developed to include
benchmarking data

 Freely available through the ICE website

www.ice.org.uk/ClientMAP



Where to now?

 This is only the beginning of an ongoing initiative

 ICE will continue to work to develop and share best
practice
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